Celebrating the Legacy of the Todd’s
A lifetime of dedication and opportunity for Phi Sigma Pi
Who Were the Todd’s?
Dr. Richard Cecil and Clauda Pennock Todd are best known within Phi Sigma Pi for their
lifelong spirit of giving back to our Fraternity... a spirit that has been rivaled by very few
and likely exceeded by none. Their story is one of pure unselfishness, of putting others
ahead of themselves, of unconditional love, and of embodying the finest attributes of
Brotherhood. Both originally from Lancaster County, PA, the Todd’s dedicated their lives
to the betterment of their three most beloved institutions... Millersville University, East
Carolina University and Phi Sigma Pi.
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The Three Defining Moments
◊

Dr. Todd was an undergraduate at Millersville University in 1935 at the height of the Great
Depression. Upon the sudden death of his father, Dr. Todd prepared to withdraw from school
because his family no longer could afford to pay his tuition. His education was salvaged when his
basketball coach found him a part-time job in the new film library on campus. It was enough money
to keep him in school, join Sigma Chapter and complete his undergraduate degree. This incident
never left Dr. Todd’s memory… he vowed to pay Millersville back for their generosity and it inspired
him to provide financial assistance to others in need.

◊

After completing his graduate studies at Penn State and Duke Universities, Dr. Todd accepted
a faculty position teaching history at East Carolina University in 1950. Shortly after their arrival,
Clauda, affectionately known as “Sweetheart”, became seriously ill and required surgery. A
desperate Dr. Todd asked his history classes to donate blood for his beloved wife’s surgery. Over
200 students arrived at the hospital within hours to donate blood for Sweetheart. Dr. Todd was so
appreciative of their generosity that he swore to repay the students of East Carolina University.

◊
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Shortly after arriving on the East Carolina campus in 1950, Beecher Flanagan invited Dr. Todd to
attend a dinner meeting of Tau Chapter. Beecher Flanagan was the current Tau Chapter Faculty
Advisor and National Senior Vice President. During the meeting Beecher Flanagan died of a heart
attack and Tau Chapter asked Dr. Todd to serve as their Faculty Advisor. Dr. Todd agreed. This
event, coupled with the fact that the Todd’s were not able to have children of their own, led to the
Todd’s adopting the Brothers of Phi Sigma Pi as their “children”.

Their Lasting Phi Sigma Pi Legacy
◊

The Soul of Tau Chapter – From 1950 to 1977 Dr. Todd served as the Faculty Advisor of Tau
Chapter. During these 28 years Dr. Todd and Sweetheart guided, protected, and loved each and
every Brother. Dr. Todd never missed an opportunity to recruit new Brothers, discuss the Tripod,
talk about the history of Phi Sigma Pi, and reinforce what it meant to be a Brother. The Todd’s were
at the center of Tau Chapter and they were its most stalwart cheerleaders and advocates.

◊

The Guardian of the National Fraternity – Dr. Todd (Sigma 58, Tau 878) held five different
National Officer positions and served 28 continuous years from 1955 to 1982. During his tenure
the Fraternity faced its most significant threat to date, namely the loss of almost all the collegiate
chapters. Through his steadfast leadership the Fraternity retained a handful of chapters by the
early 1980’s just enough of the Phi Sigma Pi “essence” remained to kindle a renaissance several
years later. Dr. Todd never gave up on Phi Sigma Pi even during its most difficult era. It’s no
exaggeration to say he played a large role in keeping Phi Sigma Pi alive for future generations.

◊

Pioneers in the 1977 Co-educational Transition – Sweetheart was inducted into Tau Chapter on
May 7, 1977 and became the first female honorary member of our newly co-educational Fraternity.

◊

Founders of the First National Scholarship – During the summer of 1991, National President
Jeffrey Johnson and four other National Council members visited the Todd’s and asked them
to help create the first National Scholarship. Saving monies for a rainy day or to recognize
outstanding Brothers was a luxury that the Fraternity could only dream of at that time. The Todd’s
agreed to help establish the first National Scholarship to recognize deserving Phi Sigma Pi
undergraduates. They offered their support of $1000 a year for the next three years in exchange
for the National Council’s commitment to help them grow the scholarship. In September 1991 the
Richard Cecil Todd & Clauda Pennock Todd Tripod Scholarship was officially chartered. As agreed,
the National Council undertook its first structured fundraising campaign which grew the fund total to
$10,000 by 1993, enough to offer the first award that same year to Dr. David Batts.

◊

Inspiration for Generations of Brothers – Dr. Todd could light a room with the twinkle in his
eye, the heartiness of his laugh, and his kind words of encouragement. His handshakes and
hugs were legendary. He was a fantastic listener, but his real passion was sharing the history of
Phi Sigma Pi and letting everybody know how much he loved Sweetheart. To so many Brothers
he was a teacher, father, grandfather or guardian angel. His gifts of money, advice, and job
recommendations opened doors. Receiving a call, letter, or visit from Dr. Todd was a cherished
event. At any hour of the day you could drop by the Todd home, share your problems or joys, and
talk for hours… while enjoying Sweetheart’s freshly baked cookies. To know the Todd’s was a gift,
a gift that was given to so many, yet is so very difficult to put into words.
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The 20th Anniversary of the Todd Tripod Scholarship
September 2011 will mark the 20th anniversary of the founding of the Todd Scholarship.
Let us acknowledge the importance of this event and the significance of this scholarship.
Love: This scholarship was a gift of love from the Todd’s.
Dedication: The name of the scholarship honors the Todd’s lifelong dedication to
Phi Sigma Pi.
Original: The establishment of this scholarship marks the first official Phi Sigma Pi
fund for non-operational purposes.
Benchmarking: The first official fundraising campaign resulted from the creation of
this scholarship.
Opportunity: To date, 21 undergraduate Brothers have received the gift of financial
opportunity due to this scholarship.
Trendsetting: The formation of this scholarship led to the creation of other funds to
support other needs within the Fraternity.
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Now is the time to come together and focus on giving back to our own in recognition of
the Todd’s decision to give back to Phi Sigma Pi through their landmark scholarship.

Donate Now to Help Your Brothers and Honor the Todd’s
When you support The Todd Tripod Scholarship your gift is an investment in
undergraduate education. Your tax-deductible donation to this fund supports the
education of a current undergraduate Brother who has demonstrated outstanding
dedication to the ideals of Phi Sigma Pi. Consider this a great way to recognize someone
who has made the commitment to be an excellent scholar and an ideal Brother.
The Todd Tripod Scholarship is currently awarded annually to one undergraduate Brother
who has applied and who has been selected as the most outstanding candidate. It is the
intent that through continued growth of this fund, both the number and amount of the
award may be increased. Your gift can help this become a reality.
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Lastly, this fund serves as a living memorial for Dr. Todd and Sweetheart, both of whom
passed away in the 1990’s. For over four decades, countless numbers of Brothers knew
them to be two of the kindest, most supportive, and truly concerned individuals ever
associated with Phi Sigma Pi. By donating to this fund not only are you supporting a
scholarship treasured by the Todd’s, but you are acknowledging the outstanding Brothers
they both were.
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How to Give
Online:
http:// www.PhiSigmaPiFoundation.org/Donate
Select “Todd Scholarship” from Dropdown.
Phone:
717-299-4710 or
800-366-1916 (Weekdays: 8:00am - 4:30pm EST)

Mail:
The Phi Sigma Pi Foundation
c/o Todd Scholarship
2119 Ambassador Circle
Lancaster, PA 17603
Fax:
717-390-3054
Detach and include with donation

The Richard Cecil Todd and Clauda Pennock Todd Tripod Scholarship
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Email:

Gift Amount:
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Credit Card:
(Visa/MC)
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Exp. Date:
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